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.FOREWORD
 

" ". 

The t'heme of t~e "1977 National Conference ort Water, spdnsored .by the United' 
States Water Resources Cou'Qcil. in .cooperation .with 21 n~tional ·interest 
groups, .was" "Water Management: 'Problems and 9pportunities." ,'The afternoon' of 
the first day'was devoted to identification of the critical water problems 
facing. the country. Conferees were divided into five ~orkshop groups to 
facilitate this identi~ication and to exami~e ·the problems associated w~th 

Water and Energy, Urban Water Issues, Environmental Issues,". Problems of Water 
Allocations and Priorities, and the·Process and Criteria used to prioritize 
among· various problem areas. The four speakers for the Process and Criteria 

.workshop were asked to examine specific issues. Those speakers, and the ques
tions they were asked to address, were as follows: 

Lewis D.W~lker, Assistant Director for National Water Assessment,. U.S. 
Water Resources Council 

What criteria are used in making the National Assessment? 

Does it distinguish between the national interest and the Federal 
role? 

Does it effectively interrelate or accomodate sta·te and local per
spectives of problems? Is this more than lip service, and when does 
this input occur? 

How does it identify emerging problems that should have a high pri 
ority? 

Does it provide for,public evaluation? By what publics? 

How does it avoid being constrained by the perspectives of existing 
agencies, some of which may adhere closely to historical objectives 
and not recognize new frontiers? 

How does it accomodate social priorities, such as relieving unem-' 
ployment, which is on~ of the major concerns of decisionmakers in 
the political arena? How can such considerations be accounted for 
in analyzing problems and setting priorities? 

Fred E. MOrr, Ghairman, Ohio River Basin Commdssion 

Does .p1~ning provide 8· rigorous process for 'pr"oblem' analysis? 

Does the.planning process provide an adequate method. of discovering 
the pe'rception of various publics--e •.g., local, state, -and others~-
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'and the way they prioritize problems? 

Does the planning process distinguish between the ·various interests 
of units of governments and the role of those units of government? 
Further, does the planning process distinguish between the national 
interest and the Federal role in the analysis of p'roblemS~ 

Do the current methods of planning sufficiently reflect social pri
orities which are of major concern to decisionmakers in the politi
cal arena? Is this accounted for in the analysis of problems and 
the setting of priorities? 

Dee C. Hansen, Utah State Engineer, Division of Water Resources 

What criteria should states use in the analysis and prioritizing of 
water and related land problems? 

Do states distinguish between state interests and state roles? 

How significant are Federal programs in warping state problem analy
sis? . 

Does the process of problem analysis provide an adequate opportunity 
for securing perspectives of local government? 

Do current methods of analysis reflect social priorities which are 
of major concern to decisionmakers in the political arena? 

Gloria Shepard McGregor, Community Development Director, City of Davis, 
California I 

What criteria should local governments use in the analysis and pri
oritizing of water and related land problems? 

How important. are the concerns of "growth" or "no growth" in prior
itizing problems at the local level? 

·Do local. governments distinguish between Federal, state, and local 
interests as.opposed to Federal, state, and local roles in water and 
related land problems? 

How significant are Federal programs in warping local problem analy
sis? 

Does the process of' lo.c~l·prob.lem an~lysis' ·provide .... a subst·antiv.e--as· 
opp·osed. to a merely proce'dural--opportunity .for securing perspec-. 
.tives·of citizens who'are or 'should be concerned? . 

Do current .methods of analysis at the local level· reflect social 
priorities which are'of major concern to decisionmakers in the polit
ical ·arena? 
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This publication includes the presentation by each of the ·fou~ speakers for 
the workshop on Process and Criteria. Their perspectives should be of special 
interest to all concerned with resqlving the nation's critical water problems.· 

William R. Walker, Chairman . 
Workshop· on Process and Criteria 
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THE SECOND NAT~ONAL WATER ASSESSMENT: 

PURPOSE, PROCESS, CRITERIA, AND UTILITY 

Lewis D. Walker
 
Assistant Director for National Water Assessment
 

u.s. Water Resources Council 
Wa.shington, D.C. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Second National Water Assessment, its strengths and weaknesses, and 
improvements for the future will be the central focus of my remarks. To set 
the context, I would like first to provide a general overview of the Council's 
National Water Assessment Program and then briefly to describe the process and 
then the criteria and data base which are the main components of the Assess
ment. 

The National Water Assessment is a major program of the Water Resources Coun~ 

cil. This program, authorized by the 19'65 Water Resources Planning Ac~ (P.L. 
89-80), is a study of the adequacy of the water supplies necessary to meet 
water requirements in each water resource region in the United States. The 
Council published its first National Water Assessment in 1968. The Second 
National Water Assessment, which is in much greater detail, was started in 
October, 1974, and is to be completed by December of this year, at a cost of 
$6.8 Ddllion. A major objective of the current Assessment is to identify and 
describe the nation's severe, existing, and emerging water and related land 
resources problems from both the State/regional and national viewpoints. 

The Assessment can best be described by explaining its three phases: (1) 
Nat·ionwide Analysis,. (2) Specific Problem Analysis, and (3) National Problems 
Analysis. In these analyses, data are developed for the nation and the 21 
water resource· regions which are subdivided into 106 areas. These areas are 
shown on the problem statement in your. program. 

PROCESS 

Nationwide Analy.is 

The primary purpose of the Nationwide Analysis is to provide information on 
water. requirements and water supplies and to display sur.pluses and/or defi 
ciencies which would identify existing and potential water problems on a 
nationally consistent set of projections. These 'projections includepopula
tion, agriculture, and forestry needs; water quality problems; electric 
power demands; flood damages; navigation needs; fish, Wildlife, and recreation 
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requirements; and land and water preservation concerns. In the Assessment, 
these projections :make up a future condition which is referred to as a "Fed
eral viewpoint" in planning for the water and related land problems and needs 
of the nation• 

.Th~· Nationwide.Analysis has been developed and compiled for nationwide review. 
A broad array of current (1975) and future (1985, 2000) information on water 
and related land resources. is now being reviewed by the Water Resources Coun
cil. 

Specific Problem. Analysis 

Since a nationally consistent model does not have the flexibility to reflect
 
extreme regional differences, the primary purpose of .the Specific Problem
 

·Analysis is to set forth the State/regional viewpoint in a common format. and 
in sufficient detail for use in the National Problems Analysis. These view
points, prepared by 21 Federal-State teams in the field, are. referred to as 
the "State/Regional Futures (SRF)" which are regional counterparts to the pro
jections of the Nationwide Analysis. To accomplish this, the regional study' 
teams have identified and described: (a) water related problems; (b)geo
graphic areas containing sufficient problems of major complexity to warrant 
preparation of comprehensive plans or data collection activities, and (c) 
effects of not resolving problems. From these activities, the regional spon
sors are in the process of preparing appropriate conclusions and recommend~
tions which will not be tempered to reflect the Federal viewpoint and will 
therefore present the more localized regional and State viewpoints. The Spe
cific Problem Analysis is about 85 percent complete and will be finished by 
June 30, 1977. 

National Problems Analysis 

The final phase of the Assessment is the National Problems Analysis. The 
objectives of this analysis are to clarify from a national viewpoint the 
nation's most serious water and related land problems and to prepare a report 
which contains a comparison of Federal and State/regional viewpoints. This 
analysis is being accomplished in two steps. Step 1 involved the development 
of procedures and guidelines for conducting the analysis. Step 2 involves 
the identification and description of water and related land problems, geo
graphic areas where these problems are most severe, and conclusions and recom
mendations concerning the Federal role in resolving these problems. The 
Nationwide Analysis and Specific'Problem Analysis data serve as a basis for 
the National Problem Analysis which will articulate, define, and quantify 
problems from the national point of view. These two data sources were used to 
develop the 24 problem statements for this conference. 

CRITERIA AND DATA BASE 

.The criteria and data base for the 1975 Assessment can be conveniently dis-. 
cussed under these topics: (1) Nationwide Analysis; (2) State/Regional 
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Futures, and (3) Basic Data. 

Ase;umptions for the ... Nationwide Analysis
u 

The Nationwide ~alysis was based on a.nationally consistent set· of estimates 
of supplies and current. and future requirements for water for scenarios for . 
1975, 1985 and 2000, based on the following assumptions: 

--The national population is estimated to grow at about 0.9 percent per 
year and will reach zero growth early in the next century. For the 
year 2000, this assumes 264 million people. 

--The Gross National Product will increase at _bout four percent per 
year, doubling by the year 2000. 

--The water quality goals will be largely achieved by 1985. 

--Water use efficiencies will change due to attainment of water quality 
goals and higher values for water. 

\ 

--Agricultural production and marketing are modified to reflect recent· 
trends in per capita consumption and export levels. 

--Fish and wildlife and recreation needs will continue along curr~nt 

trends. 

--Increased levels of flood plain regulations will be expected in the 
future. 

--Current trends in waterway shipments to total shipments.will continue 
into the future. 

S~ate/Re8ionalFutures 

In the Specific Problem Analysis conditions were identified, described, and.
 
compar$d to specific water-related problem issues and areas from a.regional
 

. perspective. , The conduct of the Speci~ic Problem Analysis by helping to 
define for a!l regions in a fairly structured framework was as follows: 

--A problem-identification. survey was conducted, based on regional 
views on' population growth, economic activity, 'and enviromnen~al con-' 
cerns.. 

--Problem issues and areas were selected for further evaluation. 

--Info·rmation was devel.oped· to describe the sever! ty of problem is~ues' 
within selected problem areas. 
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Data Base 

From the Assessment effort, a data base will be available on population, 
income, flood damage, energy, navigation, recreation, and environmental and 
water quality parameters. Water supply data and use based on the above will. 
establish the basis for a water budget from a physical standpoint for each of 
the 21 regions .and 106 areas. Offstream uses, instreamuses, groundwater 

. mining, and·the effects of drought can be· analysed as well. 

Definition of· Problems 

From the analysis·of the data, there are certain difficulties in determining, 
defining, categorizing, and quantifying a problem type of issue. One method 
is to categorize· them in terms of the resource constraints or limitations; 
another is to use the functional use or goal-oriented approach. Lastly, one 
might look at p·roblems· from just the institutional aspect of resolution 
requirements. The approach taken in the 1975 Assessment has been to look 
generally at the resource orientation of the problems, the functional use, and 
the problems in a regional context. Institutional problems are viewed as a 
means to an. end and can be modified if there is full comprehension of the 
resource problems· and their effects if not resolved• 

.Strengths of the 1975 Assessment 

The purpose of the Assessment is to collect information to define our water 
. problems. How this information is displayed so that it is useful is impor
tant. The strengths of the 1975 Assessment lie in the Assessment products and 
how they are used. 

The results of the Assessment will encompass a number of water resources 
problems, as you can see from the 24 problem statements. These can be used to 
show program managers: (1) the need for planning studies; (2) the need for 
research and data collection; (3) the need for changes in institutional or 
legal arrangements, water policies, and water-related programs, and (4) the 
Federal role in assisting to resolve· each of the high-priority problems. 

The Assessment provides an extensive body of data developed on a consistent 
basis, describing the nature of the nat·ion's severe water and related land 
problems. This large body of detailed information can provide improved sup
port for decision-making at departmental levels within the Federal government, 
and should be especially· useful in determining the allocation of funds toward 
the resolution of present and emerging problems. At these and other levels, 
the findings of the Assessment can provide·an improved basis for formulating 
recommendations to the President· and the Congress on the allocation of Federal 
resources. In fact, last March, findings of the Assessment were drawn upon 
whe~ preparing the PreSident's drought .study report. 

Implicit in the form of the Assessmen~'s outputs is the opportunity afforded 
the general public, program administrators, and the Congress to compare Fed
eral and State viewpoints on problems. 
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User-oriented packaging of the 1975 Assessment is necessary to.insure wide 
distribution and proper interpretation of Assessment results. 

The Assessment process has had a high level of State/regional participation 
and cooperation. Through this State/regional participation, the Assessment 
process.~as ,produced a comprehensive set of. explicit State/regional goals and 
·object1ve~. A c~oss-sectional view of regional goals and objectives will pro~ 

vide a va.luable· reference in assessing regional views of water resources plans' 
and programs. 

Further, the Assessment process ha.s had an organizing effect by establishing 
an impfoved communication channel among Federal,' State and local participants 
in' water resource management. The open and continuous dialogue underway dur
ing the past several years has had a valuable educational effect due to the 
increased number of people involved in identifying grass-roots problems 
throughout the nation. 

Weaknesses of the ._Current Assessment Process 

While it .1s difficult to discuss, it is only reasonable to point out weak
nesses which, if recognized, will lead to improvements in the future. Incom
plete and inconsistent data and information and data errors resulting from 
faulty data.management have led to severe criticism of the Assessment. I 
certainly have noticed that the Assessment does not lack controversy. 

MQst of the data provided in the Assessment are reported within the framework 
of the 106 areas. Many complain that the areas are not meaningful to the 
users, and that states prefer data developed on state boundaries. While most 
of .the economic, demographic, and other social data can be easily computed 
on a state basis from the existing data base, some of the water data are not 
that easy to handle in this manner. We are trying to develop water use data 
by state boundaries. On the other hand, water supply data are fraught with 
difficulties--e.g., many times a water body is part of the boundary between 
the states. Thus, water ~upply may be extremely difficult to determine in 
comparing use and supply to prepare a state water budget in physical terms. 
Even so, the Water Resources Council is committed to develop Assessment data 
along state boundaries to the fullest extent possible. 

Another weakness I have noted is that not enough attention has been given to 
fully measuring and evaluating the economic, environmental, and social effects 
of not resolving the nation's water resources problems. Nor has there been 
careful definition of the relative urgency and complexity of the problems. 

Lastly, one weakness bears directly on the Assessment's immediate usefulness' 
as a tool in project formula.tion. .The data and information prOVided in the 
Assessment are not detailed enough to be used directly in the formulation:of (~ 

projects. The Assessment gives general indication of the seriousness of the 
problem and provides direction for program decisions and resource allocation 
needed to give attention to a problem. It· does not give the precise details 
needed in a project plan. While there is a limit as to what the data can be 
used for, they do provide basic data for broad general planning. 
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Improve~ents for_ the Future 

.Oneimproveme·nt in conducting future assessments would be to .agree at the 
onset on the' approach to be'followedand then to conduct the program accord
ingly.. The second Assessment suffered be.cause not enough attention was given 
to implementing and managing the program in its early stages of development. 
bas a result,. milestone.s were not met. Field people had to do without .promised 

. data 'or improvise, and .program slippage' complicated or i~terr'upted later func
·tions .. 

'The current Assessment will not specifically. determine the relationship 
between water supply and water requirement conditions in terms of what 
res'ources are required to solve the problems, and wha~ population is affected 
by the problems. Considerations must be given to this in future work.' Also, 
the next Assessment should develop the best possible measure~ for dealing with 
the economic, environmental, and social impacts of not resolving the nation's 
water reso~rce problems.' 

Lastly, user ~eeds and the presentation of findings should be carefully con

sidered and included in the study plan.
 

My few months of involvement'have been extremely interesting and challenging.
 
MY goal is to get the draft report out soon in order that the review can
 
begin. This should aid in developing the best technical report with the
 
~resources provided. 
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DO COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

IMPACT STATEMENTS PROVIDE RELIAJ3LE T~CHNIQUES 

IN PROBLEM ANALYSIS? 

Fred E.0; Horr
 
Chairman.'
 

Ohio River Basin Comadssion
 
Cincinnati, Ohio"
 

I ·welcome.· this opportunity to bring to you the results of some of the activ-' 
itias :wehave been conducting in the Ohio River Basin Commission during' the
pas't .six years. A discussion of the ORBC planning proc~ss is' very appropriate 
under a session titled "Process and Criteria of Problem Analysis." As some. of. 
you know, the ORBC has been moving rapidly to develop and forward the ·Compre...··· 
hensive Coordinated Joint Plan (CCJP) for development of the basin's water'and 
related'resources required by Public Law 89-80. The documents which we have" 
forwarded .to date, representing major portions'of the basin's CCJP; are· quite 
different from·"plans" developed both Within and outside the Federal estab
lishment over the last two or three decades. The ORBC approach is designed' 
to beres~onsiye to the region's needs and problems and has gained widespread 
'regional acceptance among the general public as well as among the members who 
developed it'. Comments o·n our CCJP and recent discussions with Federal agency· 
people, both in the field and outside the Ohio Region,have indicated that' 
there are many different perceptions of what a River' Basin Commission's CCJP 
should consist of, and what it is 'intended to do. 

The basis .for the ·ORBC approach lies in P.L. 89-80 itself. .That law charges
 
river· basin coInmissions with coordinating the plans of the many enti·ties .
 
engaged' in water related .activitiesin their regions. This leads to quite a .
 
different process. and product than if we had been told to coordinate, ·.or
 
engage in', the planni.fig process itself.
 

The process and criteria used 'in a .problem analysis,'or in any particular· 
planning effort for that matter, depend.s on the kinds of prbblemswhich are 
being addressed and the level at which the proposed alternatives are being 
.cons·idered. The proces.ses and criteria involved in addressing a specifiC: 
water or related resource problem such as a lo~al flood problem, a 'particular' 
community's water sup.ply shortage,urban or county recreational needs, or 
establishment of a wildlife refuge ate different from the proc;esses and crite..· 
ria involv~d in developing' regional· water quality plans '0. preparing a basin- . 
wide plan for abatement .of flood damages·, or identifying and evaluating the 
need for and availability .of wi·ld, scenic and r'ecreational rivers within a . 
given region. Likewise, the process and the criteria involved. in coordinating 
the plans developed by the many 'different Federal agencies, states, private 
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establishments and local governments in a' large multistate region - all with 
competing ~eeds and wants and long lists. of sometimes confl~cting or dupli.... 
cative alternatives' for the use of a limited resource ~ must be different from 
the traditional single function or single project planning techniques which 
.have been employed by Federal agencie.s, state planning organizations, urban 
planners,and others in the past. 

. , 

This. 'coordination of plans is the Commission',s charge. under ,.·~he law and the. 
"Co~ssion has recognized that its task·is fundamentally not 'a technical one. 
~t has understood that. its role shall not place it in competition with its 
'meIJiber states and agencies by developing new plans by a different set of pro
fessional. planners.within the Commission's'·offices•.It has' proceeded to 
interpret and display the proposals' 'of its members , and of o,thers 'in the b~s~n 
through its member~,in. manner which permits the Commission to, ,revi'ewall 
pr'oposals for meeting the region's varied water and related· :~esources prob
le~., It has then selected from among these identified alternatives those 
activities wl-iich should be recolDlllended, those which should not be 'undertaken 
and' are not tn"'the plan, and those for' which action sh'ould be def,erred until 
further·,' information is collected, political conflicts resolved, public support, 
and acceptancere-eva1uated or'for any ,number of other reasons. 

'The,.Commission' sprocessis such that it is incumbent upon each member (in ~he 
O,RBC - 11 states, ten Federal' agencies and two interstate compacts) t.o con
'sider the wisdom of recommending a given proj ect or program for' inclusion into 
the, plan. Each member must conduct whatever analysis and investigation of 

'proposed activities he desires or is responsible for, and determine 'whether,or 
not each proposal is' c:onsistent with his state or agency's goals,' obj ecfives 
and policies, does not conflict with other needed projects and programs and 
is, on balance, beneficial to the region as a whole. Such considerations are' 

',inherent in .the way the rule of consensus, required by law, is used in· arriv-' 
ingat'Commission decisions. To a Washington reviewer who has become acctis~ 

tomed to receiving voluminous technical reports, the Commission's CCJP may·, 
appear to be merely a prioritized list of ·projects and programs when, 'in f.act, 
it represents much more. The process by which the Commission develops i~s. 

.plan. i's' basically. a coordinative one in which the states and. Federal agencies 
each represent their respective 'points of view from a regional, perspectiv'e, 
with each me~er individually deciding whether 'alternatives proposed by, others. 

, are. accep.table or not, and where all members work t~gether to, 'r,esolve con
, 'flicts and avoid duplications o,f effort by combining 'their collective judg

ments. 

Sometimes the information the Commission has available is quite complete. ,In' 
thosecases,it maY'be easy to ,identify conflicts and duplication and, to eval
uate ,competing alternatives. The' Commission's deliberations are ,'straightfor
ward and either the proposal is adopted into the plan or deleted from it or 
action is taken to resolve problems and conflicts among members. In some 
cases, however, 'very little information is available and the Commission must 
make its decision relying more heavily on its judgment based on knowledge of 
the basin's problems and resources. The Commdssion's process is designed to 
accommodate this wide range of situations and the Commission feels that it 
should not defer making a decision on ~hether or not to reconnnend aproject'or 
program for inclusion, or exclusion, -just because it is still in the very 
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preliminary conceptual'stages of development. In fact, this is one of the 
.distinct ad'vantages of the Commission process to. the taxpayer as well as to 
the state and Federal members. By considering proposed projects early, the 
Comodssion can often help prevent the fruitless expenditure of dollars for 
detailed planning for projects which have a high risk of unacceptability, 
while recommending to the Congress and the President those projects and pro
grams it feels ~epresent an appropriate expendi~ure of tax dollars for the 
benefit of the region and the nation. The Commission feels that its approach 
in integrating the plans of others is also advantageous to professionals 
within the Federal agencies and in the states, enabling them to direct their· 
limited time and resources more productively. . 

The Commission is dedicated to the principle of broadly-based citizen parti-' 
cipat10n in its planning coordination activities, and the Commission's 
planning process is always open to, and aided by, the public. The OBBe 
Citizens' Advisory Council, often supplemented by citizens' . task forces and 
work groups, aid in Level Band CCJP-related study efforts, the annual revi
sion of the Priorities Report and other Commission activities. Cit;zens sit 
directly at the work group tables with Commission members or their represen~a
tives as needs, and problems are discussed and analyzed, and alternativesolu
tiona either rejected from the plan, held in abeyance pending resolution of 
conflicts, or adopted into the plan with priori.ty recommendations assigned. 
Citizen representatives work with the Commdssion in every step of this proc
ess. Citizen participation in itself could be the subject of long and 
lengthy disJ"course; for now, it is only important t'o remember .tha.t, as I 
describe our process, public participation is an integral and vital part·. 

I am sure you realize by now that the OBBe approach to 'plan coordination is
 
quite different from past practice and results in a very different product.
 
And you can probably also begin to understand a little of the~ontroversy that
 
we have stirred up. The crux of the matter, I think, centers around.who the
 
plans are intended for. So much of what. is found in. pl~ns today. is WTit~en by
 
the planners of the organization developin.g the plan for the information and
 
edification of the planners in the organization for whom the plans are
 
intended. There is nothing wrong with this and I would not· suggest for a
 
moment that the technical expertise and work of the professional fraternity o~
 
water resources planners is unnecessary. I would contend that' it is quite
 
proper for a Commission, composed of cabinet level appointees of Governors and
 
top regional Federal agen~y officials to provide Conmds.sion recommendations to
 
the President and the 'Congress without supplying extensive detailed ~echnicall
 

backup information. What they are saying to the President and the Congress
 
. and the Governors and the state legislatures, in effect, is that through the 
advice of their staffs and based on their own' knowledge of the region, expe
rience, and political understanding, the members have reviewed the,technical 
plans developed by other Federal agencies and states within the Ohio' River 
Region, an¢! have to the best of their ability identified those-planning . 
·efforts which are not duplicativ:e, do" not conflict with' other more ~ppropr1ate . 
uses of the'resource, 'and' are politically acceptable, arid contIi1end those. 
selected to the President· and the Congress for further action. 

O~vious_ly, in many cases, much technical work needs to be. done before - results
 
can be realized, but these are' matters to be worked outbetween'thte staffs of
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the states and Federal agencies charged with implementing the particular proj

ect or program•. The Commission maintains that the backup data sought by Wash

ington is available and that it is found in individual state and agency proj

ect studies, although some of it is very incomplete, depending on how far
 
along the proposed alternative is in development. .It must be remembered that
 
the Commission is a r~gional recommending body which arrives at its recommen

dations through coordination of the separate activities of its ~embers. To
 

. remain in the plan a project must weather continuing Commission review as it 
progresses from the early preliminary investigative stages through advanced 
engineering and design to the point. where it is ready for construction fund i(
ing. If, at any time along the way, either as the result of a Principles and 

]',.'\,S.tandards analysis, an lIS review, or'other analyses, it becomes evident to 
·the Conmission that consensus no longer exists for carrying the project to
 
completion then it is removed from the plan and the President, the Congress,
 
the Governors and the state legislatures so advised. The ORBC process allows
 
for changes to occur in the plan whenever necessary, and there are opportu

nities to change the plan formally at least four times a year. The Commission
 
has assumed that its recommendations as to those things that should be in the
 
plan, together with an indication of the priority in which they should be
 
.accomplished, is of value to the President and the Congress, Governors and
 
legislatures, since it reflects a regional consensus (and'i"ndicates to those
 
decision makers which projects can be pursued without organized opposition
 
from within government, and minimal opposition from vested interest groups
 
within the general public). The Commission feels that this is valuable infor

mation for the Congress and the President and, of course, the Governors and
 
the state legislatures; and that it was what Congress had in mind when it gave
 
Title II River Basin Commissions their charge under P.L. 89-80.
 

In his letter asking me to appear on this panel, Dr. Walker mentioned that I
 
should address the question of enviro~mental impact statements. I think you
 
can see from what I have already said that the Commission feels that it is
 
more appropriate to attach an EIS to a specific project or program than to try
 
to write one for a regionwide, comprehensive plan.. We recognize the law, how

ever, and there are those who would disagree with our Commission's interpreta

tion. Therefore, the Commission has written an EIS for those plans developed
 
as the result of a Level B study and will be preparing environmental impact
 
statements for those portions of its CCJP which it has developed without Level
 
B funding.
 

In preparing the MOnongahela River Basin Level B Study and CCJP, the Commis

sion took the position that the Level B Study, or CCJP itself, comprised the
 
environmental impact statement for proposed water and related land resources \~
 

actions in the basin. We have worked closely with the CEQ and it is hoped /~
 
that the approach taken. during the Monongahela Study will provide the basis
 ~)'for combining similar study efforts and EIS's in the future. 

In closing., let me refer to the four questions which. Dr. Walker asked each
 
panelist to consider in formulating his remarks~ . Those questions are:·
 

1. Does planning provide a rigorous process for problem analysis? 

2. Does the planning process provide an adequate met~od of securing 
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the perception ot various publics, e.g., local, state, and others, in 
the way that they prioritize problems? 

3. Does the planning process distinguish between the various interests 
of units of governments and the role of those units of government? 
e.g., Does the planning process distinguish between the national inter
est and the Federal role in the analysis of problems? 

4. Do the current methods of plannin'g sufficiently reflect social 
priorities which are of major conc.ern to decision makers in the polit 
ical arena and is this accounted for in the analysis .of problems and . 
the setting of priorities? . 

At the level of concern represented by 'the' Commission members, the~lanning' 
process adopted by the Ohio River Basin Commission is, indeed, as rigorous a 
means of problem analysis obtainable in a free society. 

The river ba.s.in commission concept, while not the only option, is, I think, a 
superior 'way of obtaining regional recommendations that repres.ent. views of . the 
many publics involved in and concerned about water and land resources activ
ities. The Commission process certainly recognizes the various interests of 
units of governments, and' protects these interests through the requirement of 
consensus in arriving at regional recommendations. 

This in no way implies that the Commission is reluctant to address institu~ 

tional problems with implementation of those programs most urgently needed to 
meet society's needs and provide for the wisest and best use of the r.egio·n's 
resources. If something needs to be done which cannot be accomplished under 
existing institutional arrangements, we have never hasita.ted to recommend that 
appropriate laws and policies be implemented to aid all levels of government 
in accomplishing these tasks. We feel that the spirit of Public Law 89-80 
directs that we conscientiously apply ,ourselves to this end. 

Quite candidly, I make these observations believing that in a free society the 
type of planning and problem analysis conducted by the Ohio River Basin Com
mission is perhaps the only regional' process which adequately reflects social 
priorities of concern to decision makers in .the political arena.' 

I am sure that I have raised more questions than I have answered. I think it 
may be more productive to stop h~re and begin to field questions that you 
might have concerning the ORBC's method of achieving a regional plan that is 
coordinated because all organizations with responsibilities in water resources 
development in the region take part in the study through the Commission, is 
joint for the same reason, and is comprehensive because the total gamut of 
water-related needs in the basin are represented by the Commission members • 

..... 
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STATES' ROLE AND CRITERIA USED ,IN
 

WATER ALLOCATION AND PLANNING'
 

Dee' C. Hansen
 
State Engine,er
 

- , 

-Division of Water- Resource:s 
Salt Lake Ci~,Y, Utah 

INTRODUC:TION 

The water resource~ planning,effor~ in the, U~it'ed' States is, currently under~: 
going a dramatic change., Almost everyone: agrees that ~ater resource"plan'ning, 
at the 'Federal, state, ,and"local levels ;i.s' needed,b'ut 'how to ,c'oord.inate i,t, 
what role each level should assume,' a~d what the results of ,t~esep,lanning 

efforts should be are still areas of deb~te and conf1i~t. '):'he're ~s,' 1.i.-tt1e 
doubt' that many of the past water 'resour~e planning efforts 'have be'enunco,or
dinated and' have been ,,0'£ li,t~le 'benefit. A reexamination of,o'ur past efforts 
is needed and new dire,ctian "given so as to, obtain a ,coordinated effort~ 

, . 
Utah, as ~re many of the westemstates ,is an' arid s,tate with a' limitE!d' water 
supply. Much of our present water supply has been developed and it: is impera
tive that we use our remaining supplies in the most beneficial'areas sa as to 
enable the St~te to develop its natural resources. Utah is experiencing and 
has' experienced many o,f the same problems as other s,tates in"its water 
resource planning. The followin,g isa brief history' of water resource plan- " 
ning in Utah and a reappraisal of that effort to date. Also, direct'ly aS80-" 

ciated with any waterresour~e plan is th~ impl~ca.tion that' suc~ a pl,an will' 
have 'on water r~ghts and upon the, future wa~~r allocations by, the State. ,The' 
'bul~ of my discussion will concern the states' present and' future, roles ,in the 
,allocation and administration of water. " 

WATER RESOURCE PLANNINO 

The Utah Legislature in ,1963 charged the Department of ,Natural Resourc:es" 
Division of ,Water Resources with the responsibility of deve1opin,g a St,ate, 

'water plan. It was the intent at that time to inventory the water supplies 'of 
the State, project future needs, and describe how the water would be developed 
and distributed to 'meet these needs. ,In this regard ni:LInerous studies have 
been done which are both regional and' inter-regional in nature., Several of 
these studies are of specific hydrologic basins and include the basic resource 
data, goals, and objectives and also list several' alternatives, 'f'or development. 

Utah has played an active role in the Water Resource Council Comprehensive 
Framework Studies, the Western U.S. Water Plan, and the,l975 Water Assessment. 
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'Ba~edon Utah's past experience and di.sappointment, what is the State's role
 
in:water planning? It has been'suggestedbythe planning staff that the State
 
.abandon the. idea' of producing one doc.umert~ ,or a series of documents that spe-.
 
cifythe.long-rang·estate-wide· water needs and how· they will be met. This
 
type' of report i$ desired by many,.· .but as pr1orit-ies change and economic con

. ditions·· cha.nge. th.is·· type.. of report1s 80:0n outdated. The staff has made three"
 
· recommendations'as ~t:o··the State~~ateir:'planning·effort inUt~h:
 

1. '..·Compile and ·maintain .. ~. cotnpreh~ns~ve. wa~er-related data' base•. 
. .' ......: .. 

2. ··Maint.1n·.··laison with·.i:~calpeople,.industry, an/d' State and ·:Feder~l.
 
agencies su~fic.ientto ass.ess 'po tent-ial chan~ing water. requirements ~ .. 'J
 

. '. '. .... . 

3•.. Orig1nateand/otasslstin the preparation of plans for water
 
.develop~ent. 'and' man~g:ement. whei) "requ~red~
 

'. . '". . ."... . 

Many of the wat·erplansmay· 'be 'based' onloundengineering principl'8s'and
 
sa.tis.fy ·the· legal and institutiQnal cons.traints and 'offer benefits to· the
 
S.tat.e, but it ,must be 'realized th~t there··are political problems associated
 

. '. with th:e imple~n,tation of' any water plan. If the. plan is not politically. 
· acceptalJ.l~, the,n the. l1kelihoo'd of' it ever being implemented are very remote. 

In .. Utah it has 'been learned that most long ra.nge or comprehensive planning is 
. ··of \t~lue mainly in keeping .planners ·employed. 'The' planninge,fforts which· have 

· been most 'effectiveare .those that 'have been. in .response to a definite need. 
· Thus, we .need. 't'o de~emphasize the'. long-range planning in all but the broadest 

terms since changing conditions make these eff.ort-s obsolete. 

WATER ALLOCAT·ION 

.Directlyreiate'd., to t·he ~ater' 'planning e~~ort ·is the impact tliat plan'ning will
 
. have on pr'esent water rights and us'es and on the future allocation of water
 
.' supplies.
 

To help you bE!tter appreci·.at·eand understand what. the historical role of . the
 
statesha$ been in· .. wat.er alloc'ation, I will· outline the evolution ·o·f water law'
 
in Utah'.
 

The Utah' ).aw of water r1ghts.evolv~d 'from the ...earlyirrigation practices 1n1
'tiatedby t'he first Mormon pioneer-s who arrived in the Great Salt Lake Valley. 
in July, 184.7. These pioneers' .were· the firs:t Anglo-Saxons in 'the United ~ 

St'stes to 'practice irrigation on a large s~ale. Because of the arid nature 
of th~. area, the diversio.n andapplicat10n of water to the surrounding land 

· fO'r agricultural purposes made the ~doption of· the appropriation doctrine a 
.ne.ce$sity, to accomplish .the. settlement of the area. . 

Fo~ the first 50 years follOWing the arrival' of the pioneers' in Utah, th'e"
 
appropriation of water was made by div.erting the. wat'er from stream 'channels
 
and applying it to beneficial use. From 1852 to' 1880 the appropriator was
 
required to bring a petition before the county court ·for a .wat'er privilege,
 
which the court· could either grant or reject. The appropriator had to have
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his petition granted prior to any development and subject to any terms imposed. 
in the grant. 

Then in 1880 a statute was enacted which replaced the county court procedure 
with a county selectman ex officio water commissioner of the county with the 
authority to measure streamflow, to determine all claims of right to the use 
of, water, to i~sue certificates on water rights to parties found to possess 
vested water ri'ghts and to record the certificates, and to distribute the' 
wa ter ,accordingly. However, the 1880 law contained no proced·ure .for. making 
new appropriations. Thus, to appropriate water one ,had only to divert and 
apply the water to b'eneficial use, thereby establishing' 8· right. 

Utah was admitted. to the Union 'as 'a Sta.te on January 4, 1896, and the Utah 
Constitution recognized and confirmed all existing rights to water for any 
useful and/or beneficial purpose. The Legislature. subsequently declared all 
~ater in the State, whether above or·under the grou~d, to be the property of 
the public•. 

.In 1897, the Legislature enacted.a 'speci~ic statutory proced,~re for 'the future 
appropriat.ions of water in Utah. Under this procedure, notices were to be 
posted a.nd filed with t·he cQunt"y recorder. If the appropriator met all statu
tory requirements in initiating and consu:mmat1ng, his appropriation, the prior
ity was givet:l the date of posting 'notice.. However, wfth the Act of 1897 few 
appropriators posted notice or. filed them with the county r'ecord'er, thus 
making the law useless. Also, in 189] the position of State Engineer was 
created, but the office was limited in re~ponsibilities ,to' the areas of water 
measurement and distribution. 

In 1903 the present method of appropriating. water substantially was adopted 
by the Legislature. Since tha~' time the 'Legislature has made minor revisions .. ' 
to the water law. The 1903 Act· provided ,that an aPP:r:opriation .could be 
acquired only by filing an application with the State Engineer•..Due to the' 
development of problems in the use of groundwater and since the 1903 Act 
applied. only to surface water, the Utah Legislature provided' in 1935' that 
rights to appropriate groundwate.r could ~e' 'acquired only by filing an applica
tion with the State Eniineer. Since that: ,date both surface and groundwater' 
applications are handled in thf! same manner. ' 

Before approving an app'lication, the State Engineer must find that:· (1) there 
is unappropriated water in the proposed' ~ources; .(2) the proposed use" will not 
impair existing rights, or interfere with .the more benefi'cial use of the water;' 
(3) the proposed plan i·s physically and econo~cally feasible; and (4) the 
applicant has the financial ability to complete the proposed works prOVided 

. that the appli'cation was filed in good faith and not for purposes .of specula
tion or monopoly. However, the State Engineer may reject an application if he 
determines that it will interfere with the more ,beneficial use of water for 
other purposes ·or will prove detrimental to .the: public welfare or the natural' 
stream environment.• 

The present law has served the people' of the S'tate very well in· the pas.t and 
revisions to the water laws are considered as needed to'meet the changing con
ditions'within the State. 
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The 'basic water rights and water allocation pattern describ,ed above for Utah
 
b'asical1y' applies ,t'o most of the western states who have some form of the
 
ap,propriation doctr~ne. As you c,an se'e, the water law of the western states
 
has, been 'very carefully developed through many years, ·of exper~ence and much
 
litigation ,in the courts.
 

- FUTURE: ROLE OF THE 'STATES 

.....'In ,the past several,years the"West'e'tn United :'States has been'looked to' for its'
 
rich'deposits 'of fossil fuels in anef£ort to hel,p'meet the growing energy
 
demands-of ourco'untry. ,To"dat~"only'a few proje,cts relating to energy devel

opment have be,enconstructed. ',Thus' many 'people on' the Federal level feel that
 
the 's,tatewater laws are, o·utdated and 'that the states are not capable of allo

cating th,e 'remalningsupp1ies ,of water to tho'seusesmost important to the
 
development 'of ,energy-related resources. However-, water' availability has not
 
dela.yeO any energy development-in Utah thus far.' Rather, other factors,
 
mainly on ,the Federal level,have delayed such development. The states are
 
willing ,to devel,op their natural resources and ,have encouraged development.
 
The holdup, in ,most cases has been at the Federal level withrequ1rements for
 
e'nvironmental impact statements, easements, and 'other requirements' demanded by
 
the agencies of ,the 'Federal Governmen~. This is evidenced in areas where com

panies have leased, state 'lands anddevel,opment has or is proceeding much more
 
rapidly. '
 

Recently there',hasbeen some discussion about the po.ssibility of Federal 
.l·egislation which would establish' a' Federal water rights office to allocate 
. the remaining unallocated waters, with the hqpe that the best public interest 
,might be served and the maximum use of our remaining water supplies might be 
utilized in developing the energy resources of the United States. It would
 
seem inconceivable to me that the Federal Government has the capability or
 
would even want to take over the administration, allocation, and distribution
 
of the waters of the United States. The present procedure that has been
 
developed by the states is more than adequate in handling the problem. To now
 
consider the establishment ofa Federal water rights office having jurisdic

,	 tion' over 'the states in the allocatio~ of 'those waters not yet being consumed 
would, 'in my estima.tion, create chaos and confusion and would only delay 
future development. 

Water availability asa result, of constraints on state water laws ha.s not been 
a factor in delaying .energy development in Utah. and plans to completely 
revise or eliminate state water laws to expedite the development of energy ~ 

projects is totally senseless and unfounded. 

S'TATE ADMINIS_TRAT'tON VS., RESERV~~ION DOCTR.INE 

Another area of real concern to the state administrative procedure is ,that of
 
the reserved water rights covered by the reservation doctrine on Federal lands
 
and ·the Winters Doctrine on Indian lands. In the West the method for acquir

ing a new water right has been through the permit system with beneficia.l use
 
being the limit and measure of the right. The permits 1n an. appropriation
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water right state have traditionally been issued on a first in time, first in 
right ,basis until all of the water has been appropriated. Federal ·reserved 
·water rights and Indian water rights were created outside of this system of 
state law and exist independently of it. Both of these types-of rights orig
inate under Federal law. 

Some of the important features of Feder.al r.eservedrights and I.ndian water 
rights are: (1) no diversion or 'application of ,the- water. to beneficial use is 
necessary for 'the establishment of a water right; (2) no rules of forfeiture '. 
apply; and (3) the traditional priority rules of appropriative law do not 
apply since under the traditional system,thE!date of filing or the date when 
the water right was placed to beneficial use is the priority date. 

In both the case of Federal reserved and Indian water rights it is neither 
clear no'r has it been completely determined' to what extent of the uses these 
rights cover. Thus, the potential effect of res~rved rights remains an 
unknown quantity in water resource planning. These rights need to be defined 
and.inventoried so that ,proper planning and evaluation by,the states can take 
place. The states are concerned that several Federal agencies are now trying 
to de·fine these rights based on their. own interpretation when, in fact, the 
rights need to be defined in ~armony with and under a ,state-approved proce
dure.' 

,Hopefully, this brief overview of the'Federal reserved and Indian water rights 
will. point, out 'the pote'ntia! problems that exist between the Federal Govern-' , 
ment and the states. 

The Federal Government owns about 47 percent of the total land area in the 
11 western states. The 'importance of joint· pIa,nning and coordination between 
the Federal and state governments is evident and needs to be stressed to 
insure that both levels are headed in the same direction with regard to the 
question of Federal reserved water rights and are not in opposition to each 
others' efforts. Coordination between the Indians and state administrators 
is also needed to insure that adequate provisions are being made to protect 
the. Indian water rights in planning for future development of both Indian and 
non-Indian uses. In some areas of the West there are hydrologic basins which 
are fully appropriated under state laws. When the reserved rights are exer
cised this will mean that other water users may be cut off. This problem 
simply cannot be ignored but must be carefully considered. 

Once the reserved rights have been identified, quantified, and accepted by the 
states, then the question arises as to who will administer these rights to see 
that they are distributed according to priority among both Federa.l and private 
users. The states already have administrative agencies with the ability to do 
this and the Federal reserved and Indian water rights would be distributed 
according to their priority along with the private righ,ts within the states. 
If the Fe,deral Governmen't were to assume this role, ·it would be a duplication 
of present state jurisdiction and only would 'serve to increase conflict and 
confusion be~ween the states and the· Federal Government in this area. 
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SUMMARY
 

The water resource p'lanning effort in the United Sta"tes,. both on a state and 
. Federa.l level, needs to .be re-evaluated and a moreuseflll and coordinated 
effort established.. Many of the current programs, such as the National 'Wat,er 
Asses,sment, are' only exercises in planning and have been of little benefit. 
Good, reliable wate_r-rela'teddata is needed and then, as specific. problems 
arise, we will be able to. address ·the problem. . 

In th.e allocation: of water 'the Federal Government, through the various agen ~ 

cies, isconcerned.·.about problems that simply do not exist. It is attempting 
. to: take away traditional :powe.rs and authority granted to the states under the 
. pretense that. the end result will be better administration and alloc.ation of 
the nation's water resourc'es. Those of. us working closely with. the water
 
administration al1:d allocation problems realize that this is not true.
 

There is a definit.e role for all levels of government in the water resources
 
planning area and each ro.le needs to be clearly defined. With regard to water
 
allocation and a.dministration, it appears that this can be more effectively
 
handled at the state level within the procedures already established.
 

In the Western United States large amounts of land are controlled by the Fed

eral Govern1D.ent and water resource planning cannot be done solely by the
 
states or local governments. As the Federal Government makes decisions to
 
allow devel'opment of natural resources on Federal land this will have a direct
 

. impact upon the ··states and the demand. for wa.ter. All levels need to be 
involved in the decision-making process so that conflicts can be avoid~d that 
might delay future development. However, the allocation of water nas, in the 
past, been under the direction of the individual states and should continue 
under the. same administrative authority in order to permit th.e most efficient 
development of our natural resources. 

;. 
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PROBLEM ANALYSIS FROM A LOCAL PERSPECTIVE: 

WHERE LAND, WATER, AND PEOPLE MEET 

Gloria Shepard McGregor
 
C<?mmunity' Development Director
 

City of Davis
 
Davis, California
 

INTRODUCTION 

The significant questions in the allocation and distribution of water are sim
ple, but vast in their ramifications =- Who will own? Who will manage? In 
this respect, the form and loc~s of water management solutions do not. coincide 
with the extent and locus of corresponding power. From the local government 
perspective, there is always the problem of a pluralistic society trying to 
reconcile its differences, and that, balan.ced against the money that' special 
interesfs have available to obtain daily contacts with legis.lators by profes
sional lob,byists, makes the strong legit~mate needs of local citizens diffi- . 
cultta sustain since they are not expressed so often or so well by citizens' 
at large. . 

CASE STUDY: DAVIS t . CALIFORN'IA 

The City of Davis' recently authorized a water management study to define ·its 
future water needs and decide upon solutions to meet those needs which' the 
City could afford. The study investigate4 th~ possibility of a surface water 
supply from the nearby Sacramento River as well as the feasibility of addi
tional tapping of underground sources and concluded, as almost anyone could 
have done even without such a study, that it would be cheaper to continue to 
drill wells. It'recommended that a new well per year be devel9ped for the 
next four years. (This is a fairly typical pattern for cities in the western 
United States). Concurrent with this study, a county effort to identify its 
needs for agriculture .pointed out an overdraft from pumping, a. need for basin
wide management of surface and ground waters,some building up of salt in the 
groundwater from leaching, and a· lack .of drainage facilities. A different 
study was attempting to define a control system for local gravel. mining so 
that important creek bed recharge. areas were not destroyed. The.countyand 
the City are wondering, with no time, expertise, or money. to investigate, what 
the effect may be if a peripheral canal is built around the Delta of the 
Sacramento River·to bypass water under certain circumstances. Will it allow 
salt water intrusion into areas. now used for irrigation water sources which 
may be even more valuable in the future for urban water needs? 

The State Water Resources Board suggests that there should be a'basin-wide 
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entity which could manage spreading and recapture, drainage problems, financ
ing, and pollution of underground supplies and conjunctively utilize surface 
and ground waters. This recommendation came as a result of' the expenditure of 
over $2,0 million between 1970 and 1975 to develop basin plans across the state. 
Local water districts reacted violently to the idea that they would be com
bined in any ,way" saying that they c,learly have the authority to do all those 
things within their own districts" and can manage their own problems without 
outside interfer~nce. 

Involved in the decision-making for the canal ~d for various other water 
projects within and adjacent to th~ county ~nd Cityar,e 'the State Water 
ResourcesCountrol Board, Division of Wat,erResour'ces, Reclamation Board, 
Department of Fisheries, Department of Navigation, and other State agencies, 
and Federal agencies such as the Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, 
Environmental Protection Agency, and others. 

Local Perceptions 

Local perceptions of the varying Federal, state and local interests in water 
allocation is dim, and locals generally do not distinguish between "inter
ests" and "roles," probably because it has never seemed important enough to 
bother. Local iovernment, by its nature, is somewhat insular. The Federal 
a.nd state governments are often viewed as whimsical, irrational, and having 
little understanding ·of the finan·eial difficulties of loca.l government. (The 
reverse of this is undoubtedly true also, impeding communication even fur
ther). This viewpoint has become even stronger during the last few years 
wh~n the combination of reduced incomes and rising costs, together with the 
virtual ending of single purpo.se grants, ha.ve slowed the funding of small 
citi'es and reduced Federal subsidies to them to a trickle. (The Housing and 
Community Development Act of 1974 was designed to 'benefit lar.ge urban areas. 
It is true that problems in those localities are immense, but rura.l ar'eas with 
60 percent of t'he housing in dilapidated condition can hardl'y be expected ~o 
feel comfortable with this philosophy). ' 

Fede"ral£unding does warp local problem analysis • In its 'most cynical acts,. 
local"government often views the injection' of Federal money into 'the, community 
as desirable for any purpose so long as jobs are created, and the money is 
'distributed locally throu.'gh the commercial andindustria:l facilities". The 
truth is that State and Fe'deral agencies have 'put a vast amount of money into 
planning,and ,certainly ,a' great deal into the building of monume;ntal and not 
so monuniental facil1 ties such as -dams ,canals, 'and, reservo,irs; mos tof which 
fit into the overall picture; but neither the Congress nor state legislatures i: 

(which,are, of course, the people at home ina larger arena) have ever been 
able to, vote themselves and their home constituencies into governmental frame-' 

"*' works, which could recognize and have the power to make basin-wide decisions, ' 
with some notable exceptions., But even these agencies have only dea'l t in a 
limited way with the hard issue, of water, Ilrights~II 

The fragmentation of government which hinders effective local planning most 
severely is the absence of a mandatorycons1deration of planning from a 
regional perspective. Because local p'oliticians are elected usually ona 
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platform of "caring" for their local constituencies-, it is. difficult for them 
to recommend a proposal which would be~efit the region but burden the local 
jurisdiction. 

Local 'Power 

Local government has· the power, if it chooses to exercise it, to do almost
 
anything in .~he determination of land use, people movement, and provision of
 
services. The General Plan laws 'of Calif9rnia mandate a comprehensive plan
 

. looking forward at least 20 years,der.ived from a' comllinatio.nof citizen,pro
fessional and poli:tical input ~ .for all local jurisdictions. ,Each of Cali 
fornia f s nine regions' has, an association of governments which performs various' 
review and data gathering fun.ctions and .doe:s some planning ,but has little 
power and no ability to 'tax. This pattern is, fai'rly typicaiacross . the United 
States. ' 

. . .' . . 

There are at least two ,major problems in'"as'king the 'public 'and local govern
ment at' levels below the 'Federal level to:ass.ume a national or even extra... 
territorial viewpoint. Fi,~stt :to extend ~h'e search for, benefits and 'c'osts, 
outside the ·"jurisdict.ion may be very costly and time-(:onsuming. Second:,' under' 
the present situation' the local politician'.s ~ncentive, system orients h'im to ' 
his own constituency. If an. agency, such as the City of' Davis; is involved' 
in a local water supply p~oj.ect, it .is' unrealist,'ic to assume that it can'o,r 
will 'adopt a b,road perspect'ive and pay the costs, of s,uch a broad analysis •. 
(Each level of government has its own natural' viewpoint, social and economic" 
within which it has: _an interest in benefit/cost incidence). The establishment 
of a system of rewards and penalties. (e. g., subsidies and taxes) that make 
socially attractive projects attractive locall.y and environmentally unattrac
tive p~ojects environmentally unattractive'l~cali.y is probably necessary t() 
enlarge this viewpoint. 

The reasons for water development should ',be .clea~ly identified for the public 
so that there are no illusions about t.heresultsexpected'. If reservoirs or 
dams are built to bring employment to the'area and to effect social change in' 
that manner, then no one will be' surprised' when water, may be d"iverted' from . 
some other location where it might. more ef.fectively be used. No one will b'e 
worried if the recreation benefits are the largest 'realized rather than water' 
supply or power generation. If the system:planners 'are led by larger goals 
to act in ways that are socially undesirable, they should not be blamed. Some 
benefits and, costs are correctly registered in the market by prices, some are 
not, and for others ,there. is no adequate market",valu~tion proces.s. Water 
costs are not 'equated with cash outflows alone, and 'benefits' are not synony
mous with monetary reve~ues. . 

Local .Data 

Detailed data on quality, quantity,. runoff" the effects of various types of·
 
runoffs on surface an'd ground waters, the I'evels o~ water pollution from pes

ticides, and the conjunctive nature of ground and surface water systems are
 
not generally available for local decisi·on-maki~g. Groundwater zoning heas
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.not been considered impor.tant in the past, and information may not be avail 
able at any level because the· n'ecessity to spend such funds has not been 
recognized. Local government could use substantive methods of 9btaining local 
citizen perspectives on water problems, but viable public decision-making 
depends on an analysis of rea]. needs and. Fecal benefits which are difficult to 
quantify. The public may be. willing t·ospend the time and money to make this 
input meaningful, but only if it perc,eives the importance-~as yet this per
ception is low except in: some localities wQere local drouth conditions have 
forced the solution of water supply problems to be important. (It should not 
be necessary to point out, but. must be emphasized,that the assumptions made 
when defining need for various users relate to traditionally accepte~ levels 
of use and need. These are derived from such simplistic methodology as to 
assume that people will always need seven gallons of water at a flush, or 35 
gallons per load of wash, that the existing methods of irrigation will always 
obtain, that no one can eyer be expected to conserve water, even when it is 
obvious that the unlimited use of all kinds of·wor1d resources is no longer 
viable) • 

It is not .necessary to plan for continued unabated use.. Davis, last year, 
dropped its consumption ·of water by 15 percent on a voluntary basis without 
any real emergency. Communities which have generated public awareness can 
achieve savings without raising the ·cost of resources. This goes hand in 
hand with the trues.t and best rationale for growth management. (Growth man
agemen~ is sought for different reasons an:d where it is used for exclusion of 
elements of the population or undesirable land uses, it should be questioned). 
As the alter ego of the type of planning which espouses resource conservation, 
which is the type becoming of age in California, then the techniques it neces
sitates are also those which could determine acceptable solutions1n water 
management and supply. There is an increasing willingness and desire on the 
part of local government and private citizens to become deeply andknowl
edgably involved with resource conservation and concerns for socially neces
sary allocations of funds for such things as low income housing, services for 
the poor, e1derly~ an~handicapped; but it is true that in these latter issues 
if the incentive comes from the state or Federal government in the form 6f 
directed funds, or regulatory guidelines, action is likely to be more po1iti 
callyaccep~able. 

If the criteria used by 1qcal government were able to be us~d as a part of a 
larger basin-wide/.state-wide effort, with theas.sumption that·· the funding . 
mechanisms would be available-on a larger-than-Iocal basis, then perhaps there 
would be the ability to utilize those planning tecllniques which· would result 
in a sensible, resource-.c9nse.rving solution J"a.ther than, as i.n Davis, where ~ 

wells wi·ll.be drilled to.. further overdraft the groundw,ater. In such an 
instance, after defining the local economic bas.e and its relationship to basin, 
state, and Federal economics, a definition of local water needs within the 
context of basin, state, and intra-state.needs could be obtained. Financial 
constraints could be identified as well as political· c~nstituencies and power 
bases, and all could work together towards mutually acceptable and ratio~al 

solutions. 
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Water. "Rights" 

Long range plans for water development and distribution must be done in con
nection with land use planning, obviously. They must be strong enough to 
withstand short-range e'conomic fl·uctuations and the passing whims of politi 
cians and the pub'lic, yet flexible· enough to. be changed when long~railge trends 
require. action. This last 'need for· flexibility brings the exploration'of 
prioritization on the local level full circle to the original two questions: 
Who will own? Who will manage? There must be an ability to change the allo
cations for water, put under contract in years past simply because someone 
or some agency or corporation had the money to buy the rights. Local govern
ment feels particularly helpless in these situations. There must be an abil 
ity to utilize water rights (and the word "right" must be redefined) as land 
use rights are, for the public health, safety and welfare. (There is no 
longer the "right" to use private lands as desired by private owners in Cali 
fornia backed by case law if that use is in conflict with adopted General 
Plans.- It has also been established by case law that General Plans can dic
tate changes ·in land use, for the general public good, to uses of lower inten
sity and consequent lower ·value without compensation to the owner). 

Examined in this light, although it was recognized that uncontrolled use of 
land was not good, it is strange that the uncontrolled use of water has not 
been ques tioned and managed for the public good. Perhaps it has not .~een . 
seen as a limited connnodity which must be managed. Comprehensive plans and 
the authority to carry them out in ,_the form of zoning came into' being so that. 
the public 'and local jurisdictions could have pow~r iIi the use of land 
resources. The same type of tool, a truly comprehensive, conjunctive use 
plan, is needed for each water basin and for those basins collectively on a 
state/national basis with authority at the loca~ l.evel to "zone" or regulate 
the use of water in compliance with regional plans,' as the use 0.£ land is 
regulated; then, by public action and without monetary compensation, the use 
of water could be ·transferred for the public good. 

Once again, who will own? Who will manage? At the local level, where land, 
water, and peopl~ meet, these questions have vital significance and answers 
will not be pat and easy. Local government .has the responsibility often, the 
power sometimes, the funding seldom, the data superficially, and the desire 
strongly to control and allocate its resource base. Its criterium will be the 
public good but it will need help to withstand Jlrivate interests and water 
"rights, ff even th'ose controlled on a long-term basis by other public agencies. 
In addition, local' government needs either candy or castor oil to enlarge its 
viewp,oint and scope of study, and s tate and Federal governments need· to estab
lish mitigations to control the side effects, such as. excessive in-migrations' 
into re·gion-s. which have be.en the beneficiaries' of. water transported from out
side the basin. 
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